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Release Notes By Module

User Interface You can now access the Admin Console without error by navigating to General, Admin 

Console under the module context navigational menu. 

27.03-17

Framework EFI Pace now includes the updates to the Debian Linux CVE Vulnerability list. 27.03-755

Framework You can now send emails from EFI Pace, regardless of the context permissions for 

email.

27.03-450

Accounts Payable When you enter an accounts payable bill, the system now updates the due date on 

the Add page when you press [Enter] after entering the date, if the due date is not 

forced. 

27.03-185

Accounts Payable The system now correctly calculates the vendor total on the Purchase Order Reconcile 

report (ap-purchase-order-reconcile.rpt) by adding all the bills for the vendor. In 

addition, the system no  longer truncates the value in the Invoice Number field on the 

report.

27.03-180

Accounts Receivable The system now displays the check number associated with a deposit in the grid of a 

posted payment batch. 

27.03-346

Accounts Receivable The system no longer displays an error when you view AR history in Toggle Debug 

mode.

27.03-1

Bank Reconciliation When you click [Update], the system now sets bank statements that contain no 

activity (bank account lines) between the beginning and ending dates to "Balanced" if 

the difference is $0.00. 

27.03-675

CRM When you use the CRM Outlook plug-in and add a new CRM activity via your Outlook 

calendar, the system now creates a CRM activity in EFI Pace with the correct start 

time. 

27.03-1

Customization Toolkit i-Net Crystal Clear version 12 was upgraded to the latest version, 12.1.631. 27.03-627

Customization Toolkit i-Net Crystal Clear version 12 now supports 2D bar codes . 27.03-627

Customization Toolkit The EFI Pace appliance now contains a process to refresh your sample database in the 

Admin Console. When you execute this process, the system replaces the data in your 

Sample company with the latest sample dataset from EFI.

27.03-280

Data Collection The system no longer displays the error message, "Login failed because the maximum 

limit for the number of system users of the type DC has been reached. Please contact 

your System Administrator," if there is still one DC user login left in the limit.

27.03-793
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Data Collection The "Customer/Job Description" column on the Daily Timesheet (datacollection-daily-

time-sheet.rpt) now displays the job description under the customer description.

27.03-217

EFI Pace Scheduler When you submit Scheduler a Data Collection transaction that includes activity codes 

set to "Ask Non Planned Reason," the system no longer prompts you for a non-

planned reason if the activity code on the transaction is either the job plan's planned 

activity or scheduled activity.

27.03-352

Estimate Job Importer The Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect record can now process XML files correctly 

and create jobs successfully.

27.03-799

Estimating The Estimate Summary report (estimate-summary.rpt) now displays details for all 

parts at multiple quantities, regardless of sequencing of those parts.

27.03-812

Estimating The system now successfully converts estimates to jobs using job materials for 

composite products such as multi-web.

27.03-811

Estimating When you convert an estimate with finishing materials and a user-defined field to a 

job, the system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message.

27.03-809

Estimating The system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" message when you 

converting an estimate to a job.

27.03-782

Estimating The system now calculates the number of press sheets from buy sheets when you 

force the buy size, and no longer uses the previously calculated value.

27.03-758

Estimating The system no longer displays a "Null Pointer Exception" or "Unfortunate Occurrence" 

error when you convert an estimate to a job.

27.03-684

Estimating The system now groups the Estimate Summary (estimate-summary.rpt) and Estimate 

Overall Summary (estimate-overall-summary.rpt) reports first by product sequence, 

then by part sequence.

27.03-376

Estimating The system now correctly calculates the commission when you add an estimate if you 

set the Commission Basis Type field on the Job Billing Setup Detail page to Value 

Added.

27.03-375

Estimating When you enter paper information (type, weight, size and grain) on the Estimate Add 

page, and then change any of these fields, the system clears the remaining paper 

information fields (type, weight, size or grain).

27.03-370

Estimating When you add an estimate part and specify the estimate product, the system now 

uses the specified product on the estimate.

27.03-369

Estimating The Press Ink Type record 99 (seeded as "All") is no longer visible or editable. 27.03-349
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Estimating When you edit an estimate paper size, the system now uses the associated paper 

vendor with the appropriate pricing, when applicable.

27.03-298

Estimating The system no longer ignores the Print field on the quote letter type lines when you 

generate the quote letter for Text line types.

27.03-272

Estimating When you add a press, the system now retains the press type. 27.03-252

Estimating The system now updates the estimate part convert date when you convert an 

estimate to a job.

27.03-218

Estimating When you convert an item template to a job, the system now displays an intuitive 

error message if the convert fails due to stock being required and not present.

27.03-115

Estimating When you enter an estimate, the system no longer enters 0 x 0 as the buy size by 

default.

27.03-108

Estimating The system no longer produces an error message on the Quote Letter (quote-

letter.rpt) when the estimate quantity does not include a description and you checked 

the box in the Print Price Grid field on the Estimate Quote Letter Detail page.

27.03-101

Estimating The Add Part function on an estimate now correctly adds the part from the Estimate 

Product record.

27.03-97

Estimating The system no longer produces an error when you use the "Apply and Recalc" and 

"Unforce and Recalc" features on the Alt Print tab of an estimate.

27.03-97

Estimating When you enter the run size on a new estimate and not a press, the systsem displays 

the message, Primary Press: Cannot force run size or run method w/o forcing press.

27.03-76

Estimating When you use a quote item on a cost-based estimate, the system now interpolates 

pricing for the quote item.

27.03-70

Estimating If you enter a capital X when you enter a size on an estimate (example 10X13), the 

system no longer produces an Invalid size error.

27.03-70

Estimating Reconverting an estimate to a job no longer produces an error when the job contains 

cloned activity codes.

27.03-67

Estimating The system no longer produces a "Null Pointer" error when you recalculate an 

estimate.

27.03-41

Estimating When you pin and unpin the Navigator on an estimate, the system no longer displays 

a blank Navigator form.

27.03-25
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Estimating The [Unforce Quantity], [Unforce Part], and [Unforce Estimate] buttons now appear 

correctly on the Estimate Detail page and Estimate Quantity page. The buttons appear 

only when there is forced data. The [Unforce Quantity] and [Unforce Part] buttons 

appear only on the Estimate Quantity Detail page, and the [Unforce Estimate] button 

appears only on the Estimate Detail page.

27.03-16

Estimating The system now correctly converts inventory items for estimate paper materials to 

the job part planned quantity from the estimate materials amount required.

27.03-1

General Ledger The system is no longer displays an error message when you run the final close for the 

year. 

27.03-766

General Ledger If you set the Entry Date Options field on the GL Setup Detail page to Force, you can 

no longer post a GL batch with a different batch date than the accounting GL period 

date.

27.03-74

General Ledger The system now follows the correct tab sequence for each field when you add journal 

entries in the grid on the GL Batch Detail page. 

27.03-1

Inventory You can now delete and post inventory batches if the Inventory module is integrated 

with the General Ledger module and you did not set a default value for the Default 

Balance Sheet Department.

27.03-808

Item Templates You can now fix an invalid Item Template record without receiving an "Unfortunate 

Occurrence" error message.

27.03-773

Job Billing The system no longer creates a tax base rounding issue in the Summary Section of the 

Invoice Detail page. 

27.03-819

Job Billing The system now displays the tax record when you change the tax distribution method 

on the Invoice Detail page from None or Manual to Auto-Calculate.

27.03-806

Job Billing The system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message if you 

delete a freight extra from a bill and the "Closed" status does not allow edits on the 

job.

27.03-803

Job Billing When you enter manual tax distribution lines, the system now automatically 

populates the tax rate from the sales tax code specified. 

27.03-786

Job Billing When you set the tax distribution to "Manual," the system now use the sales tax file 

from the invoice tax distribution line as the tax rate by default.

27.03-785

Job Billing When you commit a debit/credit memo against an invoice, the system no longer 

displays an error message that the GL Journal Entry is not in balance.

27.03-572
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Job Billing The Job Billing Summary report (jobbilling-billing-summary.rpt) now displays the 

correct total amount.

27.03-395

Job Billing When you create an invoice for a customer set with an invoice message, the message 

pop-up page now closes the first time you click [OK].

27.03-370

Job Billing The Sales Distributions grid on the Invoice Add page now correctly displays a new line 

when you click [Add In Grid].

27.03-281

Job Billing The Billed field on the Change Order Detail Page is no longer editable. The system 

checks the box in this field when you invoice a change order as part of a job.

27.03-143

Job Billing The system no longer displays the deposit amount in the Invoice Batch Detail Invoices 

grid if the deposit entered against that job was previously applied to a different job. In 

addition, the "Deposit Amount" column in the grid is now named, "Job Deposit 

Available," to clarify where the information originates. 

27.03-99

Job Billing You can now create and commit a debit/credit memo without error. 27.03-95

Job Billing The system no longer displays an error when it determines the tax base on an invoice 

with a negative quantity shipped.

27.03-68

Job Billing The system now displays the correct base currency symbols for processed and posted 

invoice results.

27.03-1

Job Control Center When you add a quote Item to a change order, the system no longer displays an 

"Unfortunate Occurrence" error message.

27.03-776

Job Control Center When you manually create a job, the system now calculates the job value and the job 

part quoted price based on the customer markup if you enable the Auto Recalculate 

option on the item template.

27.03-609

Job Control Center When you run the Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt), if you enter D in the 

Shipment Display field on the Report Parameter pop-up page and include a shipment 

with multiple counts of a carton, the system now correctly totals the quantity on the 

report.

27.03-385

Job Control Center When you update a job, the "Paper Certification" message now appears only when a 

certification authority affects a job or job part.

27.03-344

Job Control Center When you duplicate a job for a customer with a credit hold status, the system now 

does the credit check per the job billing credit check settings.

27.03-268

Job Control Center The Stock Ticket report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now displays the job part number 

above the UPC code in the upper right corner. In addition, the values in the 

"Weight/Caliper" column is now larger and bold font.

27.03-251
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Job Control Center The Job Add page now prompts you for a production workflow when the "Use 

Production Workflow" feature on the Company record is enabled. The Job Add page 

also prompts you for a Customer record when the "Display Job Entry Screen" feature 

on the Fulfillment Settings page or the "Enable For Manual Job Entry" feature on the 

Item Template Setup page is enabled.

27.03-241

Job Control Center The system no longer locks up when you enter materials on the Job Part Add page. 27.03-174

Job Control Center The system no longer doubles commission records on the Billing tab of the Job Part 

Detail page when you use item templates to create jobs.

27.03-77

Job Control Center When you use the Email feature from the Job Detail page, EFI Pace now displays a 

branch for contacts, but display only those items inside of that branch that include 

valid email addresses. 

27.03-22

Job Costing The system now creates the negative job cost entry for a job shipment when you 

remove the last Carton Content record from the shipment.

27.03-208

Job Shipments Third Party and COD Charge options now carry over the associated field values into a 

shipment when you add the shipment via the context menu.

27.03-518

Job Shipments You can now add job shipments for jobs using IE8, IE9, and IE10 browsers without 

error.

27.03-84

Job Shipments When you add a carton in a shipment, the system no longer displays the incorrect 

symbol.

27.03-8

Multi-Currency The system no longer produces an inflated number for currency fields such as 

Standard Costs if you use a comma currency separator.

27.03-794

Multi-Object Importer The system no longer displays an invalid error message that references the primary 

key when you update data via the Multi-Object Importer.

27.03-780

Multi-Object Importer When you update objects using the Multi-Object Importer (MOI), you must enter a 

value in either the Primary Key column or the Object column to update the required 

values.

27.03-551

PaceConnect The Data Migration Synchronization Exporter for the roll-up appliance now exports 

data in smaller files based on each object and limits the file size to 4MB, instead of 

one large file with all synced objects. 

27.03-446

PaceConnect The Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect now validates the XML file for invalid cases 

and displays a relevant error message when the PaceConnect execution fails.

27.03-113
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PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you create a job for a kit defined in DSF, the system correctly creates the job 

parts in EFI Pace.

27.03-628

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

For chargeback accounts with similar names, the sytem now compare the first 50 

characters instead of 24, so that the "check again" message no longer appears for 

matches of 24 characters.

27.03-359

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now updates the job cost when you change the value in the Shipment 

Type field to Ship Complete or Final Shipment.

27.03-151

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you update the quantity ordered in DSF, the system now updates the planned 

quantity in the EFI Pace job shipment as well.

27.03-94

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you remove images from non-printed products in EFI Pace, the system also 

removes them from the Digital StoreFront.

27.03-1

PaceConnect-Estimate 

Job Importer

The Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect record now successfully creates jobs with 

multiple parts when you use item templates.

27.03-608

PaceConnect-Metrix In the PaceConnect-Metrix Integration, the system no longer changes the 

job/estimate impressions when you click [Create Estimate and Convert].

27.03-723

PaceConnect-Metrix In the PaceConnect-Metrix Integration, the system no longer aborts calculations due 

to the paper vendor in EFI Pace conflicting with the vendor in Metrix. 

27.03-707

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable Job Importer WS PaceConnect record now updates only items from the 

PaceConnectPendingFile based on the Pending File Time Out field value (hours) on 

the PaceConnect Detail page. The default value is 24 hours, which means the system 

continues to update all pending files from Printable/PTI if the pending files received 

date is less than 24 hours. 

27.02-515

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable Create Packing Slip PaceConnect record now includes the event handler 

xpath condition, null-to-zero(job@printableOrderID) != 0 instead of null-to-

zero(@printableOrderDetailID) != 0. 

27.03-115

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When you deactivate an inventory item in PrintStream, the system deactivates the 

inventory item in EFI Pace.

27.03-292

PaceConnect-SmartLinc API Integrations to SmartLinc no longer display a "Pace Job Read Shipment" error. 27.03-292

PaceStation The standard Employee Time Review query now excludes inactive Employee records. 27.03-115

PaceStation User-defined inquiries that contain hidden fields no longer time out when filtering the 

required data on the Inquiry Results page.

27.03-100
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Purchasing The system no longer display an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message when you 

convert an outside buy to a purchase order.

27.03-772

Purchasing When you clone a purchase order, the system no longer includes the receiving note in 

the clone.

27.03-90

Purchasing On the Buyout tab of the Job Part Detail page, the UOM for buyouts is now consistent 

with the PO Line itself.

27.03-1

Purchasing The system now displays deactivated currencies on prior purchase orders with square 

brackets indicating an "inactive" status.

27.03-1

Radius-Portal To prevent the system from displaying a "Null Pointer Error" message, you can no 

longer search by sales order number on the Shipment List page.

27.03-638

Reports The Stock Ticket v2 report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now properly displays the data 

from the 'Buy Size' and 'Cut To' fields without error.

27.03-154

Reports The Estimate Summary report (estimate-summary.rpt) no longer displays yards and 

incorrect sizes if you use the legacy UOM setting.

27.03-134

System Security When you convert an estimate to a job, the system no longer display a "Null Pointer 

Exception" error message based on the primary key sequence.

27.03-788

System Security The system no longer disables System Groups, User Defined Fields, User Defined Lists 

or User Defined Objects for context permissions.

27.03-392

Upgrade The system no longer suspends the backup process. 27.03-820
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Upgrade The system no longer suspends the backup process. 27.03-820

Job Billing The system no longer creates a tax base rounding issue in the Summary Section of the 

Invoice Detail page. 

27.03-819

Estimating The Estimate Summary report (estimate-summary.rpt) now displays details for all 

parts at multiple quantities, regardless of sequencing of those parts.

27.03-812

Estimating The system now successfully converts estimates to jobs using job materials for 

composite products such as multi-web.

27.03-811

Estimating When you convert an estimate with finishing materials and a user-defined field to a 

job, the system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message.

27.03-809

Inventory You can now delete and post inventory batches if the Inventory module is integrated 

with the General Ledger module and you did not set a default value for the Default 

Balance Sheet Department.

27.03-808

Job Billing The system now displays the tax record when you change the tax distribution method 

on the Invoice Detail page from None or Manual to Auto-Calculate.

27.03-806

Job Billing The system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message if you 

delete a freight extra from a bill and the "Closed" status does not allow edits on the 

job.

27.03-803

Estimate Job Importer The Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect record can now process XML files correctly 

and create jobs successfully.

27.03-799

Multi-Currency The system no longer produces an inflated number for currency fields such as 

Standard Costs if you use a comma currency separator.

27.03-794

Data Collection The system no longer displays the error message, "Login failed because the maximum 

limit for the number of system users of the type DC has been reached. Please contact 

your System Administrator," if there is still one DC user login left in the limit.

27.03-793

System Security When you convert an estimate to a job, the system no longer display a "Null Pointer 

Exception" error message based on the primary key sequence.

27.03-788

Job Billing When you enter manual tax distribution lines, the system now automatically 

populates the tax rate from the sales tax code specified. 

27.03-786

Job Billing When you set the tax distribution to "Manual," the system now use the sales tax file 

from the invoice tax distribution line as the tax rate by default.

27.03-785
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Estimating The system no longer displays an "Unfortunate Occurrence" message when you 

converting an estimate to a job.

27.03-782

Multi-Object Importer The system no longer displays an invalid error message that references the primary 

key when you update data via the Multi-Object Importer.

27.03-780

Job Control Center When you add a quote Item to a change order, the system no longer displays an 

"Unfortunate Occurrence" error message.

27.03-776

Item Templates You can now fix an invalid Item Template record without receiving an "Unfortunate 

Occurrence" error message.

27.03-773

Purchasing The system no longer display an "Unfortunate Occurrence" error message when you 

convert an outside buy to a purchase order.

27.03-772

General Ledger The system is no longer displays an error message when you run the final close for the 

year. 

27.03-766

Framework EFI Pace now includes the updates to the Debian Linux CVE Vulnerability list. 27.03-755

Estimating The system now calculates the number of press sheets from buy sheets when you 

force the buy size, and no longer uses the previously calculated value.

27.03-758

PaceConnect-Metrix In the PaceConnect-Metrix Integration, the system no longer changes the 

job/estimate impressions when you click [Create Estimate and Convert].

27.03-723

PaceConnect-Metrix In the PaceConnect-Metrix Integration, the system no longer aborts calculations due 

to the paper vendor in EFI Pace conflicting with the vendor in Metrix. 

27.03-707

Estimating The system no longer displays a "Null Pointer Exception" or "Unfortunate Occurrence" 

error when you convert an estimate to a job.

27.03-684

Bank Reconciliation When you click [Update], the system now sets bank statements that contain no 

activity (bank account lines) between the beginning and ending dates to "Balanced" if 

the difference is $0.00. 

27.03-675

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you create a job for a kit defined in DSF, the system correctly creates the job 

parts in EFI Pace.

27.03-628

Customization Toolkit i-Net Crystal Clear version 12 was upgraded to the latest version, 12.1.631. 27.03-627

Customization Toolkit i-Net Crystal Clear version 12 now supports 2D bar codes . 27.03-627

Radius-Portal To prevent the system from displaying a "Null Pointer Error" message, you can no 

longer search by sales order number on the Shipment List page.

27.03-638
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Job Control Center When you manually create a job, the system now calculates the job value and the job 

part quoted price based on the customer markup if you enable the Auto Recalculate 

option on the item template.

27.03-609

PaceConnect-Estimate 

Job Importer

The Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect record now successfully creates jobs with 

multiple parts when you use item templates.

27.03-608

Job Billing When you commit a debit/credit memo against an invoice, the system no longer 

displays an error message that the GL Journal Entry is not in balance.

27.03-572

Multi-Object Importer When you update objects using the Multi-Object Importer (MOI), you must enter a 

value in either the Primary Key column or the Object column to update the required 

values.

27.03-551

Job Shipments Third Party and COD Charge options now carry over the associated field values into a 

shipment when you add the shipment via the context menu.

27.03-518

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable Job Importer WS PaceConnect record now updates only items from the 

PaceConnectPendingFile based on the Pending File Time Out field value (hours) on 

the PaceConnect Detail page. The default value is 24 hours, which means the system 

continues to update all pending files from Printable/PTI if the pending files received 

date is less than 24 hours. 

27.02-515

Framework You can now send emails from EFI Pace, regardless of the context permissions for 

email.

27.03-450

PaceConnect The Data Migration Synchronization Exporter for the roll-up appliance now exports 

data in smaller files based on each object and limits the file size to 4MB, instead of 

one large file with all synced objects. 

27.03-446

Job Billing The Job Billing Summary report (jobbilling-billing-summary.rpt) now displays the 

correct total amount.

27.03-395

System Security The system no longer disables System Groups, User Defined Fields, User Defined Lists 

or User Defined Objects for context permissions.

27.03-392

Job Control Center When you run the Job Jacket report (jobcontrol-jacket.rpt), if you enter D in the 

Shipment Display field on the Report Parameter pop-up page and include a shipment 

with multiple counts of a carton, the system now correctly totals the quantity on the 

report.

27.03-385

Estimating The system now groups the Estimate Summary (estimate-summary.rpt) and Estimate 

Overall Summary (estimate-overall-summary.rpt) reports first by product sequence, 

then by part sequence.

27.03-376
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Estimating The system now correctly calculates the commission when you add an estimate if you 

set the Commission Basis Type field on the Job Billing Setup Detail page to Value 

Added.

27.03-375

Estimating When you enter paper information (type, weight, size and grain) on the Estimate Add 

page, and then change any of these fields, the system clears the remaining paper 

information fields (type, weight, size or grain).

27.03-370

Job Billing When you create an invoice for a customer set with an invoice message, the message 

pop-up page now closes the first time you click [OK].

27.03-370

Estimating When you add an estimate part and specify the estimate product, the system now 

uses the specified product on the estimate.

27.03-369

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

For chargeback accounts with similar names, the sytem now compare the first 50 

characters instead of 24, so that the "check again" message no longer appears for 

matches of 24 characters.

27.03-359

EFI Pace Scheduler When you submit Scheduler a Data Collection transaction that includes activity codes 

set to "Ask Non Planned Reason," the system no longer prompts you for a non-

planned reason if the activity code on the transaction is either the job plan's planned 

activity or scheduled activity.

27.03-352

Estimating The Press Ink Type record 99 (seeded as "All") is no longer visible or editable. 27.03-349

Accounts Receivable The system now displays the check number associated with a deposit in the grid of a 

posted payment batch. 

27.03-346

Job Control Center When you update a job, the "Paper Certification" message now appears only when a 

certification authority affects a job or job part.

27.03-344

Estimating When you edit an estimate paper size, the system now uses the associated paper 

vendor with the appropriate pricing, when applicable.

27.03-298

PaceConnect-

PrintStream

When you deactivate an inventory item in PrintStream, the system deactivates the 

inventory item in EFI Pace.

27.03-292

PaceConnect-SmartLinc API Integrations to SmartLinc no longer display a "Pace Job Read Shipment" error. 27.03-292

Job Billing The Sales Distributions grid on the Invoice Add page now correctly displays a new line 

when you click [Add In Grid].

27.03-281

Customization Toolkit The EFI Pace appliance now contains a process to refresh your sample database in the 

Admin Console. When you execute this process, the system replaces the data in your 

Sample company with the latest sample dataset from EFI.

27.03-280
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Estimating The system no longer ignores the Print field on the quote letter type lines when you 

generate the quote letter for Text line types.

27.03-272

Job Control Center When you duplicate a job for a customer with a credit hold status, the system now 

does the credit check per the job billing credit check settings.

27.03-268

Estimating When you add a press, the system now retains the press type. 27.03-252

Job Control Center The Stock Ticket report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now displays the job part number 

above the UPC code in the upper right corner. In addition, the values in the 

"Weight/Caliper" column is now larger and bold font.

27.03-251

Job Control Center The Job Add page now prompts you for a production workflow when the "Use 

Production Workflow" feature on the Company record is enabled. The Job Add page 

also prompts you for a Customer record when the "Display Job Entry Screen" feature 

on the Fulfillment Settings page or the "Enable For Manual Job Entry" feature on the 

Item Template Setup page is enabled.

27.03-241

Estimating The system now updates the estimate part convert date when you convert an 

estimate to a job.

27.03-218

Data Collection The "Customer/Job Description" column on the Daily Timesheet (datacollection-daily-

time-sheet.rpt) now displays the job description under the customer description.

27.03-217

Job Costing The system now creates the negative job cost entry for a job shipment when you 

remove the last Carton Content record from the shipment.

27.03-208

Accounts Payable When you enter an accounts payable bill, the system now updates the due date on 

the Add page when you press [Enter] after entering the date, if the due date is not 

forced. 

27.03-185

Accounts Payable The system now correctly calculates the vendor total on the Purchase Order Reconcile 

report (ap-purchase-order-reconcile.rpt) by adding all the bills for the vendor. In 

addition, the system no  longer truncates the value in the Invoice Number field on the 

report.

27.03-180

Job Control Center The system no longer locks up when you enter materials on the Job Part Add page. 27.03-174

Reports The Stock Ticket v2 report (jobcontrol-stock-ticket.rpt) now properly displays the data 

from the 'Buy Size' and 'Cut To' fields without error.

27.03-154

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

The system now updates the job cost when you change the value in the Shipment 

Type field to Ship Complete or Final Shipment.

27.03-151
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Job Billing The Billed field on the Change Order Detail Page is no longer editable. The system 

checks the box in this field when you invoice a change order as part of a job.

27.03-143

Reports The Estimate Summary report (estimate-summary.rpt) no longer displays yards and 

incorrect sizes if you use the legacy UOM setting.

27.03-134

Estimating When you convert an item template to a job, the system now displays an intuitive 

error message if the convert fails due to stock being required and not present.

27.03-115

PaceConnect-Printable The Printable Create Packing Slip PaceConnect record now includes the event handler 

xpath condition, null-to-zero(job@printableOrderID) != 0 instead of null-to-

zero(@printableOrderDetailID) != 0. 

27.03-115

PaceStation The standard Employee Time Review query now excludes inactive Employee records. 27.03-115

PaceConnect The Estimate Job Importer PaceConnect now validates the XML file for invalid cases 

and displays a relevant error message when the PaceConnect execution fails.

27.03-113

Estimating When you enter an estimate, the system no longer enters 0 x 0 as the buy size by 

default.

27.03-108

Estimating The system no longer produces an error message on the Quote Letter (quote-

letter.rpt) when the estimate quantity does not include a description and you checked 

the box in the Print Price Grid field on the Estimate Quote Letter Detail page.

27.03-101

PaceStation User-defined inquiries that contain hidden fields no longer time out when filtering the 

required data on the Inquiry Results page.

27.03-100

Job Billing The system no longer displays the deposit amount in the Invoice Batch Detail Invoices 

grid if the deposit entered against that job was previously applied to a different job. In 

addition, the "Deposit Amount" column in the grid is now named, "Job Deposit 

Available," to clarify where the information originates. 

27.03-99

Estimating The Add Part function on an estimate now correctly adds the part from the Estimate 

Product record.

27.03-97

Estimating The system no longer produces an error when you use the "Apply and Recalc" and 

"Unforce and Recalc" features on the Alt Print tab of an estimate.

27.03-97

Job Billing You can now create and commit a debit/credit memo without error. 27.03-95

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you update the quantity ordered in DSF, the system now updates the planned 

quantity in the EFI Pace job shipment as well.

27.03-94
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Purchasing When you clone a purchase order, the system no longer includes the receiving note in 

the clone.

27.03-90

Job Shipments You can now add job shipments for jobs using IE8, IE9, and IE10 browsers without 

error.

27.03-84

Job Control Center The system no longer doubles commission records on the Billing tab of the Job Part 

Detail page when you use item templates to create jobs.

27.03-77

Estimating When you enter the run size on a new estimate and not a press, the systsem displays 

the message, Primary Press: Cannot force run size or run method w/o forcing press.

27.03-76

General Ledger If you set the Entry Date Options field on the GL Setup Detail page to Force, you can 

no longer post a GL batch with a different batch date than the accounting GL period 

date.

27.03-74

Estimating When you use a quote item on a cost-based estimate, the system now interpolates 

pricing for the quote item.

27.03-70

Estimating If you enter a capital X when you enter a size on an estimate (example 10X13), the 

system no longer produces an Invalid size error.

27.03-70

Job Billing The system no longer displays an error when it determines the tax base on an invoice 

with a negative quantity shipped.

27.03-68

Estimating Reconverting an estimate to a job no longer produces an error when the job contains 

cloned activity codes.

27.03-67

Estimating The system no longer produces a "Null Pointer" error when you recalculate an 

estimate.

27.03-41

Estimating When you pin and unpin the Navigator on an estimate, the system no longer displays 

a blank Navigator form.

27.03-25

Job Control Center When you use the Email feature from the Job Detail page, EFI Pace now displays a 

branch for contacts, but display only those items inside of that branch that include 

valid email addresses. 

27.03-22

User Interface You can now access the Admin Console without error by navigating to General, Admin 

Console under the module context navigational menu. 

27.03-17
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Estimating The [Unforce Quantity], [Unforce Part], and [Unforce Estimate] buttons now appear 

correctly on the Estimate Detail page and Estimate Quantity page. The buttons appear 

only when there is forced data. The [Unforce Quantity] and [Unforce Part] buttons 

appear only on the Estimate Quantity Detail page, and the [Unforce Estimate] button 

appears only on the Estimate Detail page.

27.03-16

Job Shipments When you add a carton in a shipment, the system no longer displays the incorrect 

symbol.

27.03-8

CRM When you use the CRM Outlook plug-in and add a new CRM activity via your Outlook 

calendar, the system now creates a CRM activity in EFI Pace with the correct start 

time. 

27.03-1

Accounts Receivable The system no longer displays an error when you view AR history in Toggle Debug 

mode.

27.03-1

Estimating The system now correctly converts inventory items for estimate paper materials to 

the job part planned quantity from the estimate materials amount required.

27.03-1

General Ledger The system now follows the correct tab sequence for each field when you add journal 

entries in the grid on the GL Batch Detail page. 

27.03-1

Job Billing The system now displays the correct base currency symbols for processed and posted 

invoice results.

27.03-1

PaceConnect-Digital 

StoreFront

When you remove images from non-printed products in EFI Pace, the system also 

removes them from the Digital StoreFront.

27.03-1

Purchasing On the Buyout tab of the Job Part Detail page, the UOM for buyouts is now consistent 

with the PO Line itself.

27.03-1

Purchasing The system now displays deactivated currencies on prior purchase orders with square 

brackets indicating an "inactive" status.

27.03-1


